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Minnesota State Mankato’s success rate on grants and contracts has improved substantially, which means more money is being put to use for real-world research projects.

### IMPACT STATEMENTS

**Faculty Research**

Improving Vertical Axis Wind Turbine (VAWT) Performance with Placement Strategies:

**$546,691**

Our Mechanical Engineering faculty are working with Xcel Energy on where to place wind turbines.

**Student Success**

DASH Emergency Grant Program:

**$420,000**

Students can apply for funding when an unexpected expense threatens their ability to stay in school.

**Community Collaboration**

APAP Building Bridges: Arts, Culture and Identity Program:

**$125,850**

This grant creates cultural understanding by bringing Somali musicians to Minnesota.

### Funding in FY 2017

**Total: $10,347,649.22**

- College of Arts & Humanities: $184,844
- College of Education: $2,700,235
- College of Allied Health & Nursing: $1,132,562
- College of Social & Behavioral Science: $569,697
- College of Science, Engineering & Technology: $2,700,235
- Academic Affairs: $2,995,110
- Other: $61,649

**Overall success rate of 75%**, which means 3 out of every 4 grants/contracts that were applied for were received.

**FY 17 Best Year**

$10.3 million

**AWARDS**

**Total: $10,347,649.22**

- College of Arts & Humanities: $184,844
- College of Education: $2,700,235
- College of Allied Health & Nursing: $1,132,562
- College of Social & Behavioral Science: $569,697
- College of Science, Engineering & Technology: $2,700,235
- Academic Affairs: $2,995,110
- Other: $61,649